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. ; • lo 'AtJTOBIO®î HICAL'lTOTSS

- As a young boy I ms mterestefl in inventing Mechanical de- 
'vices,' By high school age, I had decided to prepare myself for a
future in the field of engineering. In 1942 I;entered college to study 
ehetoical engineering« In February 1943, I lyas inducted into the army,

. I was sent overseas in 1944 with the 87th.infantry Division^
I saw ffontliBe action-la Franee^ Gezmany,- and Belgium, During the 

battle of the Bulge, r developed-a severe ease of frostbite and was sent 

to an army hospital in England to recuperate,

- While in the hospital I began making peaeil sketches and 
modelling in clay, . which Was provided by the Bed Cross, Inspired by 

Van Sogh’s example, 1 made a series of ’’Sl'arfi Drawings Also I

: modelled several busts in clay, I felt my work showed some artistic 

ability, • ■. V . _

When I was released from the hospital, the army placed me on 

limited service and sent me to a replacement depot near par*is, I con
tinued sketching, determined to develop my artistic ability. In Paris 

■ I met a family of artists ts?ho encouraged me to beeome a "painter. At the 
end of the war, I visited- the -louvre, just after it had been reopened. 

This -experience increased- my interest in art ,: :. - - -

From Paris, I was sent to a replacement depot in Worms,

Germany, where I was assigned to an office job as a file clerk. In my 
spare time, I made sketches of the bombed-out buildings nearby. However, 

this war-torn city so depressed me that my ability to sketch degenerated,
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Diseouxagecl by these poor drawings, I ceased sketching. Fortunately the 

replacement depot in which I worked was transferred to Hamur, Belgium, 

The beautiful city of Eaimr, situated on the Meuse and Saabre 

Rivers, inspired me to sketch once, more. The experiences of war caused 

me to reflect that I must derive something from life other than a. 

purely material existence, I decided that I would study painting after 
1 was discharged from the army, :

After I was released from the army, I enrolled in the School 

of Fine Arts at Washington University in St, Louis, Missouri, There I 

applied myself diligently to learning the art of painting. Some of the 

painters i studied under were Charles'Quest, William Fett, Werner 

Brewes, Frederick Conway, Max Beckmann, and Paul Burlin,
After my graduation from Washington University,. I went to 

Indiana University to study for a Master of Fine Arts degree. However, 

despondency over my painting so discouraged me that I withdrew from 

school and went to South Bend, Indiana, where I remained for three and . 

on© half years, '
During this period in South Bend, I did no sketching or 

. painting. Finally, I decided I wanted to teach high school art. After 

making this decision, I.quit ay job so that x could enroll, in the 

University of Arizona and complete the courses necessary for teacher 

certification, .

I entered the University of Ariaona at the beginning of the 

Summer Session, .June. 1953, in February of 195.4, I began work on a 

Master of Arts degree in Art, ' , : ' ■
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lie EHILOSOPHZ 03T m H T H G  ,

Assy philosophy of paiating wittea 6y a painter is apt to b@ 
aiipraetieal to other painters, because painting, as a creative act, is 
a personal endeavoro In this essay I shall attempt to espress what I 

ooasider s progressive, philosophical approach to painting. My defini

tion of the purpose of art is that it should aesthetically excite or 

stimulate the miad. and senses. Whether or not a Work of art brings 
satisfaction of a purely pleasing nature.is not an essential factor, 

since having an experieBee through a work of art is vicarious. For this 

reason , it should•be'appreciated for the thoughts and emotions if is able 
t.o arouse. Shat follows, however, is not an aesthetic approach to art, 
but an attitude toward paintlag.

Fainting- should- be inventive; it should express an original 
idea. This necessitates a search for new plastic means. Though there 

may be no new devices for creating space on a two dimensional surface, 

the existing elements of-space can he continually compounded in new. 
ways. . The work of the cubists is an example of a radically new concept 
of- space, yet the devices they used were not new to painting; it was 
the emphasis that they gave these devices and the new symbolism which 
changed the nature of space.

Hegel conceived the doctrine that every epoch in history was
Iinspired and dominated by same specific idea.- It is ay belief that in.

1, H. Becker and g. s., Barnes, Social Thought from Lore to 
.Science (Washington, 0. C.: - Bariea Press, 1952), p. 499.



paintiag the heat and pressure created by the search for new spacial
means have bean*, to a large degree, motivating forces. Much of the 
history of painting M s  been built on the work of mem who have sought - 
aew spacial realities« . exhilaration provided hy spaoial .Sis-
©©veries enabled them to produce masterpieces which could not be 
equalled evea %r superior teehaieiaas who followed In their.steps, 
Giotto* s geaius was fired partly by the discovery of chiaroscuro-aM 
the spacial adjustments it required, yenturi says of Giotto:

His plastic realization of figures and- objects is 
characterised by oleaa-out outlines hringiag each element 
into prominmce, and is carried m  within, them by 
ehiaroaouro. But Giotto refrains from the illusion of 
relief or seulpture in the round; M s  images are detached, 
but they So met -̂ staad out,*’ If he avoids relief, it is 
because he does not wish to. stress the concrete, but, 
rather, aims at preserving that .abstract quality in M s  
portrayals which is implicit in the structure of his oompo*' 
sitione8 " ■ ’ -

Space was given further emphasis by Michelangelo, In M s  frescoes in
the Sistiae SMpel he expressed himself much as he did in sculpture-,
Bernard Bereasoa says of him:

Miehelangelo had a . sense for the materially.- sig
nificant as.great as ©lotto*S or Masaesio’s, but he 
possessed means ©f rendering that had been, undreamt of 
.by Giotto or m m  Masaccio,**

A new plastic meaning was given to space/in the paintings' of Cezanne,

2, "Menello venturi :snd Bosahiaaea Shlra—Venturi,̂ Italian
Paiatisg (Ge&eva-garis: Albert Skira, 1950), p. 49, . ;. -

8, Bernard Berensoa, Tfos Florentine Faiaters (if@w York—loados: 
G, P, Putnam*,s Sons, 1899},~ppL' 83-84,
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SlieMon dtieney writes is reference to Cezanne's ̂work:

. To endos? iHe pieture with fom or -rliirbiim. or. a "life 
of its owa” the artist employs "plastic orchestration•« 
that is, he arrases";or. orchestrates the plastic elements 
arbitrarily, placing them"' in' an order:.detectable by the 

- practised eye* The plastic volumes in space6 planes, 
lines, color and texture are arranged in a "movement se
quence" or "movement pattern" which in effect affords a 
path for the observer’s eye within the-picture space« No 
. @ye ever rests for more than -a .few seconds at one point in ■
a picture., la the merely realistic composition the ©ye 
moves casually and without rhythm {content with the older 
virtues of representation, affeeting subject, competence 
of handling, and all the rest}.; but la form endowed composi
tion it finds pleasure in the rhythmical sequence„ and it is 
this physical pleasure that apparently opens the say to the 
sense of experiencing, in the soul, the harmony and poise of 
cosmic order,^ .

Thus,- many of the greatest painters of the past have been men, or 

groups of men, working to expose space in new ways,

.1 believe today we are in an abstract period, which seems to 

give promise of being a long period. The plastic possibilities of 

.abstract space appear to be practically limitless, The potentialities 

of this new art form have-,been barely explored. Those who believe that 

art has reached an ultimate development fail to realize that art 

always finds its place and moves along with cultural progress, That a 

progressive attitude toward art is necessary is apparent not only for 

creative reasons but also for cultural reasons, since today, more than 

at any other time, many facets of our culture are lagging behind tech
nological developments. If an artist does accomplish anything, I should

4, Sheldon Cheney, The Story of Modern Art (New York: The Viking 
Press, 1941}, pp, 235-236, ‘ — ~



say, as a ■by,*-prodtictg. tliat he interpret M s  times. The artist can do 
this vsisply 'by keeping .-MS' miad .atttined to M s  times and by antiei- 

pating the future through eoatimml ezperi®entation» - " :■
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:III . THE eOMCS31? OF FOEE

A painter shouM understand the .basic essentials of-form.

IPom,':&s referred to,herej does not mean 'modelling. Broadly$ I would - 

define form in modern painting as an-intuitive sense of appropriate 

function. Since this definition is practically inGoraprehensible, ex

cept to the initiate who has experienced form in painting, a more 
specific explanation of some of the basic essentials of form is needed. 

However, an understanding of painting in relation to surface is nee-- 
essary before'formal painting can be comprehended.

Since painting is done on a flat surface, I believe the artist 

should retain this property of surface flatness in his work. This does 

not eliminate the idea of:mass and special penetration,; but it does 

eliminate the idea of painting; a space box which utilizes such devices 

as linear and aerial perspective, in which the artist tries to create 

the illusion of intangible or negative space. In modem formal painting 

there is no negative space M  this sense; all space is positively re

lated to the surface; and' it f wet ions integrally tsith the surface. In. 

Byzantine and Early Italian primitive, paintings, the idea that the 

pictures have been painted on a flat surface is always apparent, over

lapping planes and isometric perspective, which do not deceive the. eye, . 

are some of the devices they used. The painting, TKadonna and Child,. 

with S. Francis" (located;at Assisi), by -Simabue, who was the teacher of 
Giotto; is a fine exaiftple :-of this type of painting. The Italian 
Primitive Period or the end of Medieval painting culminated with the



wark-of-G-iottps, x*o modelled' his figures, by an arrangement ,of light and. 
shadow. But £11otto ted been traiaeS in a sohool which painted flatly 

and.he, therefore, m s  -aware of the surface'upon vrhich he painted. The 

early Benaissanee painters of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries' 
such as''Masaccio began employing deTiees of visual perspective to the 
extent that the flat surface lost seme of its'.dynamic qualities,'.
’Tlasaeeio was 'the first painter to let air flow around M s  independent

" - ' -V 5 ■' "figures, those that stood out from their surroundings,w in my estima

tion,, the paintings of Piero Bella Franeesea and Paolo- Uccello show 'how' 
far a painter can carry visual perspective and still retain, some contact 
with the surface. From, this point on, painters seem to become less 

conscious pf surface and more intent on creating a space■independent of 
surface. It is not until the twentieth"century .that painters once again 
give full recognition to the flat surface pa which they are painting, 
Picasso, Mondrian, and Klee are some of the painters who utilize the 
surface" cm. which they paint.

An understanding of the dynamics- of the flat surface in re
lation to the format is- essential to an understanding :of formal plastic 
painting. Theoretically, what I "desire in a painting is a" balance of 
space on a flat surface. This means that shapes set in different, 

planes should be balanced within the pictorial space. Shapes in the 

same plane need not balance, since an unbalance causes greater movement

5e Marcel Brion, Michelangelo (Hew York: The oreystone Press, 
1940), p. 34. “v r ':



witMn. tias plane„ la this latter ease, the eoneera is with movement 

organlse'd aceordlsg to seme rhythss* $h® ©samples ifhleh folios eonsiSer 
ipaeo only from the frontal plane back. They are isolated instances of 

some of the spaeial operations that ean take place in painting.
Figure $1 shows tso circular shapes lying on the same vertical 

.'axis; Shape "A” by virtue -of its position is specially in front of 
shape 19 - because it is closer to the haSe of the format than shape

but is ia front of WAW by virtue of its size. In this ease position

and size are compensating factors shiek establish the position of the 

two shapes ia the same plane. In figure $3y slthougli shape nAn is for- 

imrd because of its position sad size im r@ 1st lorn to shape '«B,” it is 
actually set spaelally im back of shape " since- wBTi? is touching the 

format and is therefore in the very first plane of the picture; that is, 

it coincides with the surface of the picture. However, an added shape 
or lime which.is also touching or :cut by the format but overlaps shape 
»b« would set shape WB* in back of the frontal plan©, A dotted line is 

the diagram shows the place that this added shape could occupy. But 

under the conditions originally stated, shape *&,* no matter how large it 

is or what color it is, cannot be in the first plane of the picture 

without touching the format; therefore, the picture must be balanced 

Specially. in- two planes. Figure #5 shows shapes . *8A® and «BW ia the same 
plane, since t?Bw is brought forward by greater contrast with the space 

around it. Figure 04 shows shapes arranged numerically in the order of 
their distance in space, shape 1 being in the first plane, What has 

been illustrated is-, a form of spaeial ambiguity, in oa® sense a shape



fig. i FIG. 2
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seems to. tie baci$ in space; and' in. another sense it is forward, " Because 
this type of space requires the mind to adjust to it, thespaee becomes 

aliTe.=' - ;;,V. V V:::; -V : i ;
,: i'f- MJ formal: picture is one in which the parts of a picture are 

■ workihi together so that :aa organized spaeial 'iBovemeBt: takes - place,. .
This movement ■ operates on the surface as ’well, as in depth. Linear per
spective, for example, operates, in depth, hut hot On the surface, 
Furthermore . linear perspective provides limited, spacial movement., in 
- that it -carries the eye .inward,'but does not always bring the eye back 
put;, again, A plastic painting causes the eye to move continually in 
and Ottt of depth and 'over the surface of the picture, in this: type of
painting the spacial movement is ever varying, bringing, new special
combinations into play, so that the eye is constantly provided with new
delights. ; . .

' ’In a'formal picture, spacial' movemeht is contrdlled. 'That is
to’say,., . some parts of the picture move fast and other parts move, slowly. 
A smooth straight; line causes the eye to move rapidly. A fuzty or - 
jagged line causes the eya to move more -slowly. A ’curved line requires 
a’ greater: •degree of eye. muscle' eoordinatidn .and :1s, therefore 5 folloivred 
.slightly: more, slowly .'than "a straight line, , ..A; line made up of dots or , 
dashes- is followed more slowly-than an unbroken line. Generally a 
painter employs lino intuitively, but pseasionally it becomes.,hecessary 
for hiia to use line oohseiousiy to control movement in his picture 
- ::, liThe .above statements are subject • to:..:two .diffefeht. interpfeta~:■- 

.tions as to what actually happens in .ihiO:yisual fieldl r Th# old' schodi ■



of psychology, eoaeeraiag visual impulses bellevefi that the eye receives 
a series of individual impulses which form a laer® mosaic that is ae- 
counteS for by impulses taken individually or :1b sum (This might ae= ■ 
count for the above eye movememts), The Gestalt school of psychology, 

TiSiieh is the new concept, refutes this idea* This school believes that

the eye sees structures which are entities (The Gestalt concept will be
'' . 6 _ taken up in greater detail belo®| = Under their concept the eye does

not follow a line, which forms- a spiral, as though it were being drawn 
into a vorteau The eye perceives a spiral as a whole structure and the 

mimd simply registers spiral, of course, 1 believe that if the spiral 
captures our interest, we look at the segments of the spiral to see how 

the parts are related. Here is where eye movement operates,
la the preceding paragraph,; line has been considered only 

relative to surface soveaent. The angle of a line is relation to the 
format determines its spaeial penetration. As. oblique line is the most 

dynamic line both on the surface and in spaeial penetration. Figure $5 
shows aa oblique line outting a horizontal and vertical line. It can 

be noted that as © line penetrates space, the speed of spaeial penetra

tion accelerates along the line. That is, equal space intervals ap

pear progressively shorter as they recede in space. These are a few 

simple abstract examples -to explain some of the dynamics of the flat 

surface. Is a complex picture, the spaeial'elements- become so involved

8. Wolfgang Kohler, -'Gestalt psychology", Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
1951, XVIII, PP. 714-915.
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vtliat only by the rnagle of. intuition' are- spaclb.1 pr6-blems r:esotoe4,„:
' Howetrer., intuition ' operates; by relat ipg the know with the unknowh and 

it ..often arrives ■. at ;a blose 'approximation - to/' if hot the, correct / ■ 

answera ; / /  ̂ VV';: ' : ," ' ' '
IChat has "been stated; about line. can-be applied-to other ele

ments of. picture constructions Smooth surfaces are- perceived more 

rapidly than textured- surfaces; regular : shapes'.sore rapidly than 

irregular; shapeslarge areas more rapidly than' small: areasj ■familiar ■

symbols more rapidly than unf amiliar symbols * etc * . ;-

Attractions and repulsions are important to plastic painting, 

■Eelated shapes set up fields of attract ion' and tend; to pull space to-. 

gether. How dynamic the attraction between related shapes is, depends 

on how closely .. they: nre related, Hhrelated ; shapes repel each other and 

tend: to cause a picture - to 'fall apert̂ ' are useful in ‘weahening. or r'

jolting tensions which - become too; strong, Whether space is tightly or 

loosely organized depends on the,intentions of the artist,,,

, .Color' is of great importance in making plastic space work. 

Intensity.value,. harmony and contrast, can make space more cohvinelng;," • 

This is not to say that color is something' added to a-drawing,: or.that 

it is an entity in itself ; for ̂ painting Is 'a■process in■which.inter- V; 

action of the various elements should be, ssed together , : • . : : ;
: 1 Aside from the academic mechanics'ofcolor, colors'have- 

.«eight; that is,: they can .be ;balanced; jl'#e Piet- Mondriah>A; ;

.demonstrates this principle, ’■ Mondrian would"cover a certain area on a- 
iCanyas - with ared,: A He, then .would paint ̂  of ccmsidemblyilai^er:'



: ' . ;r ^

sis© to balance this area„ The size of the area,and its redness were . 

determined by his intuit it©'sense for balan.ee = The simplicity of his - 
paintings in■ eontrast to tbe'meticulous afinner is which he painteh ; 

seems to be ante testimony of his serious concern for fomal painting „ . 

His compositions,. “Painting shows his sensitive adjustment of color
areas „

Placement of shapes is important in plastic painting* Shapes 

.relative, to each other can fit tightly or loosely, cluster or spread 

apart, barely touch or attach rigidly, etc* Some placements.build up 
and draw the eye upward* Suspended or dangling shapes let the eye drop 

down* The placement of shapes cafe direct the eye,■thus creating 
plastic movement in a picture* . .

Among the devices which can help plasticity are shapes .which 
open and close= Shapes Whieh open.like a Japanese fan. lead the eye in

ward to a closure,~which in turn opens out and closes again, forming a 
series of openings and closings, which keep the painting folding and 
unfolding in an exciting.fashion* Figure $6 illustrates this device*,

What has Wen presented here are some of the principles that 

can be used la, plastic painting* The method and'manner: in which they 
are employed is each painters personal problem,.





It. IMELISM'Iom OF TBS C t e m T  C0M01FT 
OF 'SP.40S OM PAOTING

. Gestalt psyeliology is a .relatively new field.. It' was .. 

originated W  Ohristian von Shrenfels, in 1890, to escplaim the phe
nomena of visual perception. BlirsnfeJLs remarked that the. eustomary 

analysis of the visual field did not explain visual- eharaeteristios 

such as rounds angulars and slender; '
For their oesurrenoe neither single stimuli nor mere 

sums of stimuli can he made responsible. This becomes- 
. .partieularly obvious If, in a given ease, all individual 
stimuli - are changed in the same proportion. The ehara.eter- . 
istios 1b question .are not affected by this measure.; ■ When ; 
presented in a changed color$ ih a different place or in.' 
another sis©, an phjeet retoaips about as ground, angular or 
slender as it was before ....

Ihrenfels noted that customary analysis also ignored the 

entities whieh have such attributes« Some scientists believe that 

units are established by intellectual processes, but there is- no 

empirical evidence to support such activities for objects in the first 

plaoe.8

In 1912 M. Wertheimer denied the existence of sensory 

elements as parts of perceptual experience. According to him:

The nervous system tends- to give a unitary answer 
to the total stimulating situstion 'with ■which it is - 
confronted at a given time. But far from being UBifom,

. this answer for the most part is quite articulate. In
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certain areas the"unitary character of the response 
is greatly enhanced5 while at- the same time these areas 
are relatively segregated from their environment* .Thus, 
things, figures, etc*, originate.®

in aSditioa.to.this, the Eneyelopaedia Britanniea states;

■ Although the stimuli" which impinge upon sensory
surfaces constitute a mere mosaic, there are"always 
factors in this mosaic which giw 'the process of artieu=

; latioa a parbieulas di"reetia»»' These factors are the 
- ■ formal relations which obtain among the stimulis such 

•as, for instance,. their proximity in space and in "time, 
the degree to. "which Shsy resemble on® another, etc*
Other conditions being equal, organisation tends.to fosa 
compact, scatter®® and heterogeneous units * Again the , .
process is likely to segregate objects with smooth eon*- 
tours rather than irregularly shaped entities*

Organisation ought not to be interpreted as a mere • .
• formation of agglomerates» la the first place, the 
characteristic "of. things are generally affected by their.

- .' inclusion in larger organisations,. In other words,. ■ .
organization involves, interactio&„ Such inferastlds .

. seems to explain color and brightness contrast, and 
; most so ©ailed optical Illusions. ,

- lhat has been .said about objects holds true-for. .' 
their parts. Thus, a certain point in an. object is .a' 
corner only wlthifi tMs area .

Through the destait Ooaeept we have an idea how the mind, per

ceives organized visual fields„ With this in mind, we Can organise 

the visual field or fields on the canvas with a certain conscious con

cern , giving them a formal unity«. •

S. Ibid., p.. 715* 
10o Ibid., ■ p> 715.
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Y „ HXTfiSSSIOMISM IW M T

German youths long repressed and forced to practice in the 
molds of German nineteenth-century classicism,. reTolteS, between 

1904-1905;, in a movement called lieue iconst or Jange Kmst or, a little 

later, ^xpressipnismus» Cheney, in his Story of Modern Art, writes:
Goethe had said âan* s intellect alone cannot compass 

the creation of art; ft must act in union with the heart.'5 
And he had gone on to speak of the necessity for enthusi-. • 
asm, vision, and personal feeling. His brooding and '
emotional eoaipatriots rushed into the field of modern . 
painting with more urge for emotional expression than re
gard for formal methods* introspection, mystic comtempla- 
tiom, soul-searching transcendental speculation: all inner 
experiences feed the urge to self-expression in paint.

As the emotion of the expressionists increased, the im
portance of objective truth to'nature decreased. Sven the 
wild sen of Paris of 1905, exhibiting in the cage anx faaves, 
seemed less wild than the German fauyes of that t!ms%%i/

The organised ExpressioBistie movoment began in Germany in 

1906= The original members were Ernest: Ludwig ICirchner, Erich Heekel, 

and Earl Schml dt-Eottluff« A year or two after the founding they were 

joined by"Smil Holde and Max Pechstein, later Otto Mueller was an ad

herent. This was literally a youth movement since with the exception 

of Holde, these m m  were in their, early twenties, por twenty years 

these men were the cor® of the movement. Though the heart of the 

movement remained in Germany, it;was joined by painters in.France,

11. Sheldon Cheney, The Story of Modern Art (Hew York: The 
Hiking Press, 1941), p. .386. ' •
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Switzerland, and Belgium:,: ■ Other paintars who joined the movement were 
Paula .SodersotorBeeJser* had. Oskar icokosehka, Vasily Kandinskiy and %

: Frans Mare, A later member of' the. movement was Max Beekmann, of the 
.older generation (born is 1 8 8 4 ) •  . .

Kandyski, who tseeazfte the leading spokesman for the 

. ixpressioaistsa said:

Shea men penetrate the •outward' shell of reality, 
when they find the soul, art'lives as a spiritual 
• activity. Then it will tend toward the universal, the
absolute, The art of painting will transcend the oh**

. .. jsetive, the material,' as easily as. does the least eoa-
• tarn,mated artv ' musie. The artist - mill paint only out of 
an inner spiritual necessity, • Within 'himself, out of his
emotion and his spiritual perception m d  his inner 
imaging power, he will create the form that is1 eternal
ised in color, line, and mass on the canvas. He must 
heed above all else the total spiritual rhythm, and the 
harmonies and tensions, the spiritual weight of each 
part,15 ■ ■

Today Expressionism is losing the emotional connotation, in 

its meaning, . It tends now to designate works which have an intellectual 

individuality expressed.. In fact, many paintings today are classified 

• Expressionist id which seem emotionally cold, perhaps early. .Expression
ist id painting' should, be classified Emotional Expressionism, and that 
of today,. Intellectual.Expressionisa; but this would- leave a broad 
.-middleground - of Expressionism unnamed, Therefore, the word, Ex~ 

.prsssionisni, must be accepted; as having an emotional and/or in™ ■ ..

'''tellectual eeimotation in its meaning.

12, ".'Ibid.,, pp, 596*>89f, '
13, -.' ibid,, pp, 4OWO0.



VI. S2PMNATI0H \ffi FSIOTXMGS: IB LIEU OF A. THESIS

Introduotion to Paintiags 
My main concern In painting has been the finding of a 

new use of space* This search has been-continuously carried on- 
both by observation of nature aid drawing and painting* A great 
part of this exploration has been done in mediums which lend them.== 
selves to facile rendering* Pencil^ pen and ink3 and brush and 
black casein are excellent for line drawings* Wash and gouache are 
commendable mediums for working with mass* Watercolor is ideal 
for color organization * I have not used these mediums for the pur~ 
pose of making finished drawings3 -but only for the purpose of origi= 
nating ideas* The sketches are not meant to be copied literally! 
'rather3 they-are suggestions for ideas to be used in oil paintings* 
This means that the act of picture creation takes place on the 
canvas* The finished painting may bear little resemblance to the 
sketch from which it was begun* •Thus, the solution of a painting 
problem usually requires considerable alteration of the original 
idea before the picture is resolved* Also during the process of 
painting accidents or new ideas present themselves which may be 
better than those in the sketch* Furthermore 3 the dictates of the 
medium which is being used takes precedence over all concerns*
What the medium demands is what I desire to achieve* I do not believe 
in imposing-techniques on the medium* Technique should originate
from the painting process* %  painting in 
becomes an exciting, creative art®

this manner, picture-making
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Composition #1 

Preliminary to painting eomposition #ls a great many 
pencil .sketches "were made0 The first sketches were done withomt 
any definite idea in mindo They were very abstract and concerned 
largely with special dynamics® finally when a sketch had been made 
which showed special possibilities $ it was carried further by a 
series of watereolor sketches® These sketches were continued until 
a clear idea had developed® Mexts the idea was transferred to the 
canvas in the form of a charcoal sketch® The sketch was them dusted 
off until only a faint outline of the drawing showed® This was the 
final step in preparation for the painting®

The first step in painting was to thin colors taken directly 
from the paint tube with turpentine. These colors were scrubbed 
thinly over the entire surface of the canvas with a bristle brush® 
Suggestions for color areas were taken from the watereolor sketchy 
but colors were applied flatly® The. result was a loosely defined 
color sketch on the canvas over which the real process of painting 
could be begun® The watereolor sketch was then put aside. The 
statement oh the canvas dictated the next step®

Since the colors on the canvas were harmoniousg a few 
sharp discordant colors were added to throw the picture out of balance 
and change the key of the painting® This presented a problem of 
restoring balance to the picture® In other wordss there was something 
to paint rather than render® Restoring the picture to a stable 
condition was not easily accomplished® After many failuresg it
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became neeessaiy. to resort to care£uls methodical rendering to 
achieve balanceo Areas were sharply delineated and dolors were 
harmonized* A picture eventually developed^ but it seemed to me 
to be unimaginative and uninteresting in paint quality * An extreme 
measure seemed necessary to revitalize the picture0

Permanent mauve mixed with underpainting white was applied 
to the picture with a painting knife in a cursory manner* The picture 
was transformed to a rather indefinite g but harmonious pattern*
The canvas became very rich with thickly and thinly painted areasj, 
and provided a tactile surface on which it was delightful to paint c 
Colors which showed through the mauve were. heightened by thinly 
scumbling stronger color over them with a bristle brush0 Sine® the 
painting was developing satisfactorily^ color was built up to bring 
out a more intense harmony* With the exception of the upper portion# 
the picture seemed to function well* ■ What seemed a logical step was 
to once more apply permanent mauve over the upper portion of the 
painting| but pressures of time seemed to make this procedure a 
decided risk# if the picture was t# be finished before the end of 
the semester® This idea was discarded in favor of an attempt to 
correct the area without repainting it entirely® Finally after much 
difficulty the painting was completed®

The picture was begun with a lean application of paint 
over which progressively -fatter layers were painted®- This method 
allows the undercoats to' dry faster than the top coats# thus prevent
ing the painting from cracking® On the upper area this procedure
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itas •riQlatedssiace the area vj&s q,utte./$ey» ■' Because underpaintlag 

wlnit.® Si-ies. z-apMls?' aai can therefore, be -'Worked -o#y. sooner, this rapid 
Sryiag 'paiat,,. aixefi with oil eelors, was. applied over this upper area* 
The■peiat, while leaaer than the eoat over whieh it was-applied, was . 

paiatsd with mryihg thiolmesB on small, areas so as not to form broad 

areas of surface tension,•which would develop cracks0

The picture was painted in altematiag layers of thin and 

thick paints leanness was controlled by the amount of turpentine or 

mderpaifffeiag: whits .mixed with the oil paint, - By painting in this 

manner a■very rich paint quality was achieved* \ -

" la this picture there' was ah attempt to achieve, a unique' 

color effect<, Black, and hrown tsere not used on the palette, Compli

mentary colors were not mixed during the painting of the picture. As a 

result the picture has a colorful glowing .quality*' -

tJsiftg the Gestalt Idea, Ocmposition '#1 was hegtm with a con—  

sideratioa for the ever all content of the picture. The big movements 

of the picture mere established first. Then "increasingly smaller 

entities •were developed. No matter how Small th® unit I was working on 

I tried to preserve the basic elements' of the picture. However, after 

a certain point of development, I began worMing-inversely. If 1 was 

working' oa. a small mtity,. 1: related it- to the larger entity which in

cluded it, so that my method Sas from the - small to the large, ■ This 

could be done because the basic elements of the picture were strongly 

established*

Tensions are ©xtremely important to the organization of this 

picture, Soae tensions are related by symbolic similarities, such as



the'heads. Other teasterns are related hy''shape aad color only. The 
.red .shape.- la the lower left side of the pietwe runs txg to a similar 
shape toward the upper left side. The tension or relation, is sad© even 

stroBger ■ hy virtue of th© fact that the two shapes are eosneeted# . These 
shapes are related:to the red shape under the shoulder to the right side 

of the picture. Still another area wfcieh is less strongly related is 
:behind the knee on the lower right side. . The other;red areas relate to 
each other heeause of their flat 8 trertiesl- similarity*.'

The picture is full of opening and closing shapes. The open
ing at the base of the figure, closes at the waist8 opens toward the 
shoulders, elosing toward the head = This idea.of ©peaisg and closing 

takes place also within this big operation. The eye ©an follow' almost- 
any shape tip through the picture and see this folding- and'unfolding 
'process. - ' - - 7 ■ . - . - - :: .

The - plaeeseat.' of th© shapes in the painting are'so. designed - 

as to suggest a built up_ structure. Another type of placement is 

illustrated by- the hands* The hand at the base rests loosely along the 
blue'strip. The hand at the upper left clasps the arm tightly. The 

downward thrust of the hand with the pointing thumb lets the eye drop 
doro-along the rod. which slides', loosely, through, the .loser band.' (If 

the upper haad had clutched the rod aor® • tightly,. ̂this- 4-owafiard. thrust 

would; have bmn. aora dyaaaicl:' Tliis, of Course, oiyiOusly is sot th© 
..inteatioSs, sine® tS.e figure.has a quietness about it.}

The movement im the picture is. a kind.of elongated spiral, it 

"starts, at the-base^Xsweop®.up the left/Side, follows the forearm to the
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right siSe9 drops d o m  from the upper haati. to the lower haad9 motes, 
haok through .. the braeelets oa the wrist" to the ehest and to the: : 

shoulder oa the eight* From IteS'ê- there is a. teadsaoy to drop to the 
lower right and Begin the spiral one© aoreV At the same time there - is ■ 
a StoWtoeat in and out of--depth proeee&ing £t<M the left side of ths"' 

eawas to the right side* strong.lines .in the composition help keep 

the picture on the surface,, preserving the linear rhythms* '
... Spaeial depth in the pieture is shallow. Following the pole 

tip the left side of the picture would illustrate some of the special 
operations» From the Mse,"-the pole;, is forward 9 and it tends, to .move 
behind the red thigh, but succeeds in merging with it, it- moves under 

and through the. areas immediately above, showing bright yellow in the 
middle and quite far forward* Then it- moves back and through the . . 
shoulder coming out over the a m  rather transparently and ends np .im-«= . 
mediately behind the elbow of the arm6

The figure seems.to be built out is front of the' structures in 
the baekgromd:; but it ‘is painted flat and merges with .the architecture 
and the background sufficiently • to stay on the first plane-' of., the • .
'picture," The lower hand holding the rod juts dangerously in front .of'

■ everything, tending- to' poke, out of, the picture; hut it. is'.painted 
rather flatly, and the rod it is hoMiag holds it 'in place.-

The picture was an attempt at ixpressioaisa* The Mae and 

colors are slashed on to give as emotional effect. The figure is ■ 
melancholy and the bright, reds clash with the overall "blue mood** of 
the picture. The figure stands.in the atone.silent world'of.the deaf-;
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Composition. §2 and. Ooaclnding Remarks 

This eoiaposition ims aa attempt at greater a'festr&et.iozu It 
is composed, completely of abstract shapes„. Like the first painting, it 

began with -a pencil sketch, progresses to .a watereolor sketch and was 

transferred to the caavas in charcoals Color was first applied■thinly 

over the whole surface.©f the caavas quite in accordance- with the color 

arrangement ©a the satoreolor sketcho Burlag. this stage a few minor 

adjustments of the shapes in the painting were made. Fro® this point 

onward paint m s  applied more heavily to reinforce the initial state
ment » Colors were intensified, shapes mere given modulation, and the 
effect of transparent fusion of planes was brought out„. Only, a few 

minor changes were necessary to complete the painting.
Colors la the picture sere limited to green, brown, yellow 

and orange with a few notes of white. Intermixing of colors was. held 

to a minimum. .Value.contrasts were accomplished by playing intense 
color against tints. That this method of producing light and dark con

trasts was effective brought out by a black and white photograph of 
this painting.

What has been said about composition §1 may be applied 

largely to the space. is composition §2<, However, while the forms are 
tightly packed in composition $1, they are put together loosely in 
composition #2. Liao has been eliminated from this second picture and 
there Is a use of edges in their place.

in this composition flat shapes are played against slightly 
modelled shapes. Depth again is restricted, but there is a greater
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feeling of depth than in composition ̂ 1. This is because forms are
more clearly defined and' there is a play on1ofeliaue edges, Trans«
pareneies are used to hold the pictorial elements together and control

■ special peaetration»
The composition is a joyful ©zpressiona' This was aeeoBj*

.plished by using smooth, cwring shapes0 The addition of severe

straight" edges add stability to this feeling« Colors are bright and

cheerful; but they are stabilised by the sober but wars browns and the

cool but light greens„ 1 . .

■ ! intended the picture to convey the feeling of light chamber
musico The shapes are falling in a swirling motion like confetti and.
streamers<, If Expressionism can convey deeply disturbing emotions, it

can also convey light and cheerful emotions» '

OoBipositloB §2, does not ê shibit as painterly an effect as

composition #\t since the second picture.was preconceived and therefore
lacks the inspiration that went into the first picture,. Both paintingss

however, aye the result of an attempt to use plastic space inventively,
Heitber. of the pictures is completely successful, but making these

pictures has given me a greater insight into formal plastic painting«
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